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Advocacy and Opposition: An Introduction to Argumentation presents a comprehensive and

practical approach to argumentation and critical thinking for the beginner who needs to construct

and present arguments on questions of fact, value, and policy.   Advocacy and Opposition offers a

theoretical view of the nature of argument in our society, a discussion of arguing as a form of

communication, and a focus on how arguments are created using the Toulmin model of argument.

By blending traditional and contemporary views on the nature of argument (including multicultural

perspectives on the purpose and process of argument, ethics, and values), Advocacy and

Opposition makes students more aware of both the development of theory and practice, providing a

well-rounded approach to their study of argumentation.
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The book was technical and dry. There was not many pictures or diagram to assist in

comprehension. The print was average but clear. All the information needed was contained in the

book in a clear and concise manner

It's a textbook. At least we could rent it for the kindle app. She only needed it for the midterm.

The quality of the book rental I received was good. I just very much dislike the book. The author

makes the context unnecessarily difficult.



The book is about the size of a toy instruction manual and as thick as 2 dvd cases, so it's fairly small

sized, easy to carry. The book itself has very little marks, so it's in really good conditions for being a

rental book. It's exactly the book my Argumentation and Debate class was requiring.

This book is dry as toast. I read it for an argumentation and persuasion class at city college. It's

bearable, but I wouldn't read it for fun. It does offer tools on how to step your game up for

argumentation/persuasion... But I don't think the book is applicable outside of academia (personal

opinion).

I am so sorry I have not get back to you. I've been checking my email and notice I have got a

response from you about my rating. I look over my address and notice that I forgot to put my

apartment number down. I do still want the book and I am so sorry about everything. If you still can,

please send the book to the same address but with the APT 260. Sorry again. Elizabeth-I was not

able to look for your email nor a message box to message this to you personally. But I am truly

sorry.

This text book is good for really basic definitions on the terms in argumentation. However, when

using it for class and trying to learn to structure the arguments, it is little help. When the text gives

examples, they are outdated and only confuse the reader. With that it also gives confusing

directions on how to structure argument ranging from fact to policy. Otherwise this textbook would

have been great.

This is not a great textbook. There are no headings breaking up the chapters like in normal

textbooks, the examples are confusing, and the terms are not consistent. It seems like this was a

doctorate thesis that was adjusted and sold as a textbook.
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